
ULTRA MATT OPEN PORE WB 
SELF-SEALER SYSTEM

AF8510/XX

EXCEPTIONAL 
PERFORMANCE AND 

AESTHETIC PROPERTIES

FOR USE ON MOST 
TIMBERS

EXCELLENT FLOW



ULTRA MATT OPEN PORE WB SELF-SEALER 
AF8510/XX
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UKTechnical Service:     Ph. +39 051 770770 - Fax +39 051 770521     customerservice@sayerlack.com

Sherwin-Williams Italy S.r.l. - Export Department
Via del Fiffo 12 - 40065 Pianoro (BO) - Italy
Ph. +39 051 770511 - Fax +39 051 770528  
export@sayerlack.it - www.sayerlack.com

Sayerlack is a brand of The Sherwin Williams Company

A versatile 2k waterbased multicoat designed for use on flat and vertical open pore 
wooden artefacts such as furniture and doors.

AF8510/XX is the product to choose to achieve exceptional performance and aesthetic properties with a single 
product for an open pore finish. Its special formula subtly highlights wood grain, seals tannic woods effectively and 
enhances their natural colour with a 10 gloss matt finish. 

AF8510/XX is catalysed with AH1576/00 to produce high resistant finishes and can also be tinted with standard 
XA2006/XX waterbased pastes for full tone and pastel colours. 

Its exceptional capacity to bring out wood grain makes it ideal for decapè systems. Use AF8510/XX as the basecoat 
to the desired colour and then fix with AF8510/00 clear after application of XA4394/00 patina.

CHARACTERISTIC BENEFIT

Innovative formula
Seals tannic woods

Use in bleached and decapè effect
Even matt finish

Versatile product for most timbers 
producing a variaty of finishes

Wettability
Easy to thin and transfer

Highlights the grain
Replace solvent products

Two-part system
High resistance to alcohol 

and ammonia based detergents
Ok for all furniture and kitchen end use

New thickening agent system Good thixotropic level and excellent flow Flat panels or 3D assembled furniture

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION TABLE
APPLICATION Spray Conventional, airmix, airless

DRYING 140 g/m² at 20°C
Dust dry 30-40 minutes

Stackable 24 hours


